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CLASSIFICATION REPORT

1. Narne of Place TooraklSouth Yarra Branch Library FN 7079

2. Other/current name Stolmington City Library, South Yarra Branch

30 Location 340 Toorak Road, South Yarra (Comer Cromwell Road)

4. Date 1973

5. Type of place Library

6. Level State

7. Extent of designation Whole of interior, exterior, ramps and original landscape features .

. 8. Statement of s'ignificance

The Toorak South Yarra Library, designed by Yuncken Freeman Architects and completed in 1973 is of
architectural~aesthetic and technical iInportance at the State level.

The Toorak South YalTa Library is one of the most notable Australian examples of the conceptual ideas
expounded in the international nlovement of modem .architecture. Specifically, it is an excellent
example ofthe fonnaltninimalism developed by the internationally acclaimed architect Mies Van der
Rohe in the United States in the 'post-war years. The halhnarks of his approach are expressed in the two
oppo~ing systems apparent in the Library - a traditional classicism, expressed in the fOlTIlality and
monumentalism of the snnple 'black box' contrasted with the expressed lightness of new teclmologies,
expressed by the largely transparent main volume suspended above the ground.

Aesthetically, the Library is a refined black box, floating above its irmnediate. context. The clarity of
the fonn is not diminished by any sort of complication, and setbacks on all sides lend the buildlllg a
1110numentality . Located next to a busy commercial strip, the Library is a minimalist monument,
s)'lnbolising the apparent victory of knowledge over conunerce. Window frames, flashings, cappings
and structural colunms are all detailed together to foml a balanced monochrome array of shadow lines
and stepped sequential layers creating a hOluogenous skin. The skin encloses a voluminous free span
internal space.

Teclmically the minimalist approach resulted inhigWy sinlplified detailing. ,The outside skin is light and
transparent, and consists only ofthe steel column supports and large sheets of tinted glass, connected by
the thinnest offrames.



9. History

The Mayor ofPrahran, Cr Bill Dane officially opened the then Prahran City, Council's new Library and
COI1U11UIUty facilities on 19th August 1973.

The Library section of the developn1ent replaced two small branch libraries in South Yarra and Toorak
Village. : Other facilities in the ne"v centre included a theatrette and meeting rooms which are made
available to the ,resident~ and ratepayers free of charge. Total cost of the building and land was
$873,000 which was $17,000 lessthan the council had originally estimated.. 6 ,

Opened just prior to a local election, controversy occurred when Cr Keith Nicholls challenged the
Ma:yor Cr Dane about the cost of each book borrowed from the library asa high $1.13 . The mayor
subsequently supported the new Library by saying it was money well spent and the cost per book did
not ~elate to the total cost of the other facilities the Library also offered. Three days plior to the
opening of the Library a special council meeting was held to discuss allegations that library construction
finance approvals had been signed without the authority of council aimed at speeding the cOlnpletion
before local elections - one day before the opening.

Cr Keith Nicholls tabled at the meeting a copy of a supplementary contract signed by Cr Lux that made
it appear that some nlisallocation of public fupds, a surnof $4250 had taken place. It was moved that
an inquiry take place however Cr Gordo.n Wilson said it was the opinion of nlany residents that the
subject had been bought up as an election ginunick. Construction cost of $215 per square metre had
also been compared to the $194 cost of the 8t Kilda Public Library (by Sydney architect and Frank
Lloyd Wright disciple Peter Muller) completed at the same time.

Construction tea_m:
I

Architects
Structural Engineers
Mechnanical Engineers
Quantity Surveyors

10. Description

Yuncken FreenlanArchitectsPty Ltd
Irwin, Johnston & Partners Pty Ltd
Lobley Triedel &Partners Pty Ltd
Wolferstan Trower & Partners

10.1 physical:

A higWy articulated steel framed, grey glass box housing entry, lending and children's Library,
24 study carrels and service core is located over a 'rendered masonry base containing offices,
theatrette, meeting room, toilets and service areas. The upper floor slab cantilevers about a
metre past the supporting basement walls at the front and back but the side walls are in almost
the same plane. On the upper level 200 nun universal columns set 3.0. metres apart support
solar grey glass. All steel work is painted matt black. the upper floor ceiling has a sInooth
while plaster finish·. The original carpet was a brilliant vennilion colour. At the rear, a
vehicle ramp allows access to the basement facilities, service and car parking. At the Toorak
Road frontage a pair of ramps fonn pedestrian links to the street. Bordered on three sides by
Toorak, Cromwell and Surrey Road North the building is set between flanking lawn areas
dotted with grids of trees on the east and west. Each lawn contains 36 birch trees planted to
shade the glass external walls from the low morning and aftemoqn sun. Directly opposite
over Toorak Road are Rockley Gardens adding' to the spacious 'landscape setting of the
Library.

10.2 context:

Set to the 'east of the busy conm1ercial intersection of Toorak Road and Chapel Street the
Library is the rna-jar local government feature in the precinct. Rece~t developn1ents further up
Toorak Road sees the Library now competing with multi-storey residential con1plexes, while
small terrace cottages still prevail immediately behind the Library in Surrey Road North.
Conceptllally the Library forms part of an edge between conm1ercial activities in Chapel Street
and the residential streets of Toorakand South Yarra



10.3 present use:

Library

10.4 Present condition:

Generally good condition with the original spaces and functions intact. Carpet and internal
colour schemes pave been changed. Landscape and extenlal carpark/service areas remain
broadly unchanged,. but with one or two additional birch trees probably self-soWn. The
planting on the north side has been allowed to become overgrown, obscuring the monulnental
qualities of the building.

11. Evaluation and comparative analysis

Modernism and minimalism

The Toorak/South Yarra Branch Library is a significant local example of· a refmed, minimalist yet
classical approach to design, which was a significant genre in post war modenlism internationally.

The Library is expressed as a black glass and steel box, clearly elevated as an object floating above its
immediate context. The clarity of the black box, is not diminished by any sort of complication. .

As in the supremacist art\ofthe 1910s the black box represents' the purists black square that compresses
all the stuff of life into. one unifying whole form. This requires a leap of perception for the vie"ver of
the painting .and in the cas,e of architecture the everyday· user and· occupant. Librarians are still
comInenting negatively abouJ the inflexible spaces and uncompromising building.systems. It is not the
architecture of the everyday so ideas. are not always immediately accessible to some users. Parkland
voids either side of the, Library press the city away - renouncing it as a source of noise and chaos.

A public monument has been erected away from the everyday puh!iF realm. Its significance as an
iilstitutionhas been clearly articulated. As in Mies Van Der Rohe' Seagram Building, New 'York,
1954-58, where two fountains feature intheforecourt, two ramps atthe·Librarycompress the scale of
the forecourt allowing no place for people to linger, repose or contemplate.

The Library steps·backward from roorak·Road and relnains silent. A minimalist form symbolising the
apparent victory. ofJmowledge over commerce. The upper level black box is cantilevered over its
nlasonry base on the east and west sides. This slip effect subverts the classical notion of pedestal, wall
and roof trabeated construction in fonning a dematerialised floating effect.

Two opposing systems are expressed in the Library - the classicism of the Prahran and Malvern Town
Hall buildings and the expressed lightness of new, technologies. Upper level.Library facilities are
enclosed in a clear, single span unitary volume that creates an immaterial. and weightless, geometrically
unbounded pace telescoping outward to landscape and· street activities beyond. An archetypal fonn of
.openness is created to express the inherently public space of the municipal institution. Clear structural
spans culminate atextenlal columns where in tandem with large float glass panels they fonn an
articulated membrane or skin of fa9adeelements. Structural frame and glass infill are designed to fuse
visually each losing part of its identity to establish the new architectural reality.

The opposing systems are also expressed spatially within the Library being obviously synunetrical in its
fonn and layout and therefore axial and classical in its. manifestation. A paradox is prevalent here
vvhen, this synunetry is collided with the apparent opelU1ess of the open archetypal, transparent spaces.
As in Mies Van Der Rohe's Illinois Institute of Technology Crown Hall,evelything that challenges the
nlonumental nature of book ·stands such as .office partitions or toilets are banished to the baselnent.
Nothing must compromise the Palladian symmetrical balance however anachronistic this seelns to the
free transparent ideals of the black box.

As in Mies' Seagram Building and lIT buildings and their derivatives in th~ other work of Yuncken
Freeman, especially BHPHouse, the Library has all the ideas of bigger buildings. Perhaps the clearest
example is the plaza at the front separating the building from the street. The modernist object set back



across a plaza. has been cited as a major cause of disruption to streetscape and patterns of urban
settlement. The Library has a small abstract plaza that \vorks in delicately drawing the line between the
civic nature of the building and the everyday.

The refined, minimalist yet classical approach has few parallels in Australia, and was first developed'in
the United States. The closest parallels of the single level, transparent elevated 'temple' fonn include
Mies' Crown Hall, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, the post office at his Federal Centre,
Chicago, and Berlin Art Gallery,which all employ the simple black steel structure, dark tinted glass,
and open plan interiors of the Toorak South Yarra Library.

Phillip Johnson developed a residential version, with· his 'Glass House' in New Canaan, Connecticut,
though in this case, white. Mies' approach and aesthetic was highly influential for large buildings, with
the Chicago based office of Skidmore Owings and Merrill producing numerous designs in .black .steel
and glass.. Variati~ns on this theme vvere built in theUSalid around the world, in the 1960s and 70s by
this internationally famous finn. In Victoria, architects ~uch as Grounds, Romberg, and ~oyd

experimented with lightness, .and pure geometry, but avoided any sense of classical refinement, or
nlinimalism. .

Yuncken Freeman

The finn ofYuncken Freeman began their career with the structurally adventurous Myer Music Bowl of
1957. About a decade later, they began to produce refined commercial buildings (ie State Office Block,
Scottish Amicable, Royal Insurance, BHP,- all separately classified, and their own offices in King Street
of 1967) It would seem' that the Toorak 'South Yarra Library ·was one of their last works in this mode.
The King Street office is the most siJnilar, involving black steel and glass detailing, ·with a first floor
cantilevering over the setback ground floor. Located on a comer site, the setback only occurs on the
front and side elevations, and the building is flanked by a much larger building to the south. Their
offices therefore do not have the· advantage of a spacious, open setting, with the result that· it does not
have the pure fonn or monumentality of the Library.

Guilford Bell

At the smaller scale, the celebrated, but not self-promoted, Guilford Bell produced a large body of what
was probably the most si~larly refined architecture of the period, though a classical sensi~ility infonns
his work as much as modenlistminimalisnl. He designed numerous houses, alvvays fonnally planned,
employing a regular grid of columns, with refined, restrained detailing. Whilst classically inspired,
none of his houses has the monumentality of the Toorak South Yarra Library.
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13. Appendices

Plans
Photographs
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